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OFFICIAL PARTNERSHIP ANNOUNCED
Traffic Systems & Technology (TS&T)  Welcomes COUNCIL ROCK  

to Their Mid-Atlantic Family of Distributors

Rochester, NY: COUNCIL ROCK and Traffic Systems & Technology (TS&T) become trusted partners in the 
mission to support the Traffic, ITS, and Lighting markets in the Mid-Atlantic. Family-owned and operated since 
2000, TS&T has been a structural and technology solution supplier for over 2 decades. Council Rock is well 
known as a hardware manufacturer but is a lot more. For over a decade, we have helped over 150 companies in 
35 countries design and build wireless solutions from the network edge to the core.

“Our close business relationships with a select group of manufacturing “partners”, ensure we provide only the 
highest quality and innovative products to our customers”. Says Jon Bondanella V.P. of Engineering & ITS Sales 
with Traffic Systems & Technology (TS&T). “Council Rock’s TELiG E125 is now a premium choice for Cabinet 
Health & Emergency Preemption, Bus Priority, and Dual Modems for Washington DC, Maryland, Virginia, 
Pennsylvania, and West Virginia.” Says Brandon Tessier, Sales Director Intelligent Transportation for Council 
Rock. “The modular design is ideal for ITS/Transportation, Traffic Signalization & Surveillance, Incident Detection 
Networks, and Railway/Trackside control and monitoring systems”.

The TELiG E125 is an optimal UE solution for industrial-grade smart private networks designed for Smart 
Cities. Its feature-rich software platform, powerful processing capabilities, and ample memory combine to 
provide next-generation networks with distributed intelligence. 

About COUNCIL ROCK

COUNCIL ROCK is an engineering company focused on empowering Industrial IoT with a full suite of 
communication solutions. We target critical infrastructure applications with the latest technologies in hardware 
and software. Our company was founded on the belief that by combining deep utility domain expertise with 
emerging technologies, we can offer solutions to support the latest challenges facing Smart Grids, Smart Cities, 
Smart Campuses, Renewables, and Intelligent Transportation. The company is headquartered in Rochester, NY, 
USA, with renewable energy operations in Caguas, Puerto Rico.

For more information, visit www.CouncilRock.com.
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If you would like more information, please call Lisa Courtney-Holmes at (585) 505-8070  or  
email lholmes@councilrock.com.
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